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ABSTRACT 

 

 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) first partnered with Cincinnati Incorporated (CI) through a 

Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) (NFE-14-04957) in 2014 to 

demonstrate the feasibility and viability of Big Area Additive Manufacturing (BAAM). The first 

CRADA was a success and paved the way for large format additive manufacturing (LFAM). ORNL 

and CI partnered again for this second CRADA (NFE-16-06083) to improve process control, enhance 

printing capabilities, and shift towards production capability. 

 

 

1.  COMMERCIALIZATION OF BIG AREA ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING 

 

 
This collaboration began on April 21, 2016 and concluded on December 21, 2019. The collaboration 

partner Cincinnati, Incorporated is a small business. This second CRADA (NFE-16-06083) with CI 

resulted in new software/hardware for fault detection, multi-nozzle printing, 5-axis deposition, pick 

and place capabilities, and multi-material capabilities on CI’s polymer BAAM system. 

 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

 

ORNL and CI first partnered in 2014 via CRADA (NFE-14-04957) to develop the BAAM system by 

converting CI’s existing laser cutter platform into a large format 3D printer. CI delivered a 2m x 4m x 

1m development platform to ORNL in early 2014. ORNL successfully integrated a polymer extruder 

to the system and went on to produce the World’s First 3D Printed Car at the International 

Manufacturing Technology Show later that same year. The remainder of the first CRADA focused on 

proving that BAAM was viable. CI was able to turn BAAM into a commercial product and began 

machine sales during the first CRADA. More information about the results of the first CRADA can 

be found in the Technical Report (DOI: 10.2172/1210140).  

 

This second CRADA between ORNL and CI is focused on further developing BAAM and improving 

its capabilities. While BAAM is a commercially available product with more than a dozen machines 

in the field, work still remains to further improve the process. The CRADA is broken down into three 

years with individual tasks for each year. The first year is focused on process control with emphasis 

on detecting and managing faults during the print process. The second year is focused on enhancing 

the printing capabilities with layer to layer inspection, high speed printing, and five-axis deposition. 

The third and final year is about improved production capabilities including integrated pick and place, 

multi-nozzle printing, and multi-material printing. 

 

1.2 TECHNICAL RESULTS 

 
 

1.2.1 YEAR ONE 

 
In the first year, ORNL focused on sensing and controls to improve the printing process. ORNL was 

tasked with determining the different types of machine faults that could occur and implementing 

solutions to mitigate these faults. One fault was the loss of material feed. This fault can be caused by 

the dryer going empty (low material) or the feed system being unable to send material to the extruder. 

The low material issue was solved by wiring the dryer system into the BAAM so that the BAAM 
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would know when material was low. This can bee seen in Figure [1]. In the instance of material not 

feeding to the head, this issue would usually have one minute to be fixed during a print or the print 

would fail due to an empty extruder. To quickly alert the operator, or any users that may be nearby, 

an audible siren was added to the system so that the issue could quickly be detected and resolved.   

 

 

Figure 1. Dryer interface on BAAM showing system faults and material low alarm 

 

Another fault encountered by the BAAM system comes from the printed object getting too hot or too 

cold during the print. If a print is going too fast, the temperature of the part gets too high and it can 

sag/droop and fail. If the print is too slow, the part gets too cold and the layers can delaminate or 

separate from one another. To resolve this issue, an IR camera was added to the BAAM system so 

that the system could monitor the layer temperature at the end of each layer. If the object is too hot, 

the machine pauses and waits for the object to cool. If the object is too cold, the system can notify the 

user of the issue so that the part can be printed faster, or stopped and redesigned. Figure [2] shows the 

IR camera assembly on BAAM. 

 

 

Figure 2. BAAM IR camera at the end of a pneumatic arm for extending/retracting 
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1.2.2 YEAR TWO 

 
In the second year, ORNL focused on layer to layer inspection, high speed printing, and five-axis 

deposition. Layer to layer inspection is important for detecting anomalies during the print. These 

could be areas of overfill, underfill, or a bead falling off an overhang. It’s very easy for a human to 

see and detect these issues as they occur, but the goal is to have a system that autonomously detects 

the issues and corrects for them in real time. In order to give the machine the ability to see these 

defects, a new sensor had to be added to BAAM, a laser line scanner. The laser line scanner uses a 

laser to scan the top of each layer after it has been printed and compare the scan data to the layer plan 

from the slicer. Areas of underfill can be reprinted and areas of overfill can be under extruded, or 

skipped, on the next layer to compensate for the extra material. Figure [3] shows a layer with 

underfilling and Figure [4] shows that same object after the BAAM has autonomously compensated 

for the underfilling. 

 

 

Figure 3. Underfilling during the printing of a hexagon 

 

 

Figure 4. Hexagon from Figure [3] after the computer detected and corrected the underfill 

High speed printing at high resolution requires very accurate tuning of the BAAM system. The 
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extruder must be able to operate at maximum speed while accurately tracking the quick accelerations 

and decelerations of the gantry system. To help better control the extruder through the various moves 

of the printing process, the system ID for the extruder needed to be calculated. This was done by 

printing a basic shape many times and forcing unique failures with each print, such as over 

accelerating or over decelerating the extruder, then measuring the extruded beam geometry. After 

many prints and many test cases, an accurate system ID was able to be fit to the observed extruder 

performance. This was then converted to a first-order model and implemented into the control system 

on BAAM. To prove the accuracy of the model, a print was conducted with and without the model to 

see how the bead geometry changed. 

 

 

Figure 5. Printing a 90° corner without the system ID model 

 

 

Figure 6. Printing a 90° corner with the system ID model 

 

Five-axis deposition gives the ability to print out-of-plane. Currently, the BAAM system only has 

three-axis deposition capability. To accomplish five-axis, a new system was needed to allow the 

nozzle to actuate in two axes, specifically roll and yaw movements. For this, a new system was 

constructed that would attach to the bottom of the extruder. The standard fixed nozzle was replaced 

with a flexible heated hose that can be manipulated in the roll and yaw axes to give the five-axis 

printing control. Figure [7] shows the test setup and Figure [8] shows a successful print with out-of-

plane deposition. 
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Figure 7. Five-axis printing test setup 

 

 

Figure 8. Successful print showing out-of-plane printing 

 
1.2.3 YEAR THREE 

 
In the final year, ORNL focused on hardware improvements to enhance the production capability of 

BAAM. The first of these, is integrated pick and place. A pick and place system is a form of robotics 

where a robot picks up an object and places it into a new location. These are useful for assembly lines 
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where items need to be stacked or loaded into a box. For BAAM, pick and place is useful for 

emplacing sensors into a printed part during the printing process. To do this, ORNL developed a 

special pneumatic gripper to grasp objects, such as radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags and 

tooling ball mounts, and place them into the print during the build. Figure [9] shows the magazines 

holding sensors to be picked and Figure [10] shows an object with objects placed during printing. 

 

 

Figure 9. Magazine for holding sensors on the left and magazine for holding tracker pucks on the right 

 

 

Figure 10. Tracker ball puck emplaced during a print 

 

Also in the third year, ORNL developed a system to allow for multi-material printing. The BAAM 

system only has one extruder, and the traditional way to do multi-material printing on small-scale 

additive manufacturing systems is to use multiple extruders each with a different material. On 

BAAM, implementing additional extruders is very difficult because of the added weight and 

complexity of each extruder. ORNL came up with a different solution that involved two pellet feed 

lines coming to the inlet of the extruder. From the G-Code, the active material infeed can be switched 

allowing the extruder to switch between two materials. Figure [11] shows the assembled system and 

Figure [12] shows a completed multi-material print. 
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Figure 11. Multi-material system installed on BAAM. Note the two silver hoppers that house and feed the 

extender two different materials 

 

 

Figure 12. A two-color oak leaf printed using the multi-material system 
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The final task for the third year was multi-nozzle printing. ORNL primarily uses a 0.3” diameter 

nozzle for printing on the BAAM. This size is a good balance between output bead width and printing 

speed. However, a 0.3” nozzle creates a 0.15” layer height which is a low resolution. For higher 

resolution parts, a lower layer height is needed, which adds more layers to the print and slows down 

the print. To circumvent this issue, ORNL developed a multi-nozzle system that attaches to the 

extruder and allows the system to change the nozzle diameter during the print. This allows for a 

small, high resolution, nozzle to be used for the perimeter of the part and a big, low resolution, nozzle 

to be used to fill the interior of the part. Figure [13] shows the system and Figure [14] shows a part 

printed with this dual nozzle system. 

 

 

Figure 13. Dual Port Nozzle assembly 
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Figure 14. A print with the dual port nozzle showing high resolution exterior and low resolution interior 

 

1.3 IMPACTS 

  
The success of this CRADA between ORNL and CI is not just beneficial to CI but will be beneficial 

to all of the large format additive manufacturing companies. ORNL has published about all the 

aforementioned innovations including multiple publications in the Additive Manufacturing Journal. 

CI has published software updates to all users based on the developments at ORNL and is actively 

working on commercializing the hardware developments. CI has sold BAAM systems during the 

period of this CRADA including a sale to Additive Engineering Solutions (AES), a company 

operating as a BAAM service bureau.  

 

1.4 CONCLUSIONS 

  
This second CRADA with CI resulted in many new systems being developed for the BAAM system 

giving CI new capabilities and improving the overall performance of the system. The first year 

resulted in methods for autonomous fault detection. The second year brought faster higher resolution 

printing, layer to layer inspection, and five-axis deposition. The third and final year saw an integrated 

pick and place system as well as multi-material and multi-nozzle printing. This three-year period 

yielded significant innovations and improvements to the BAAM system that CI is now able to market 

to current and future BAAM owners. This successful CRADA will not only benefit CI, but the entire 

large format additive manufacturing market. 
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2.  PARTNER BACKGROUND 

 
Since Cincinnati’s founding in the late 1890’s as The Cincinnati Shaper Company, Cincinnati, 

Incorporated has built its reputation on three principles: innovation, performance, and endurance. 

They built on their leadership with those early machines to begin the manufacture of metal fabrication 

equipment in the early 1920's, and this remains their primary focus.  They are one of a handful of 

U.S.-based, build-to-order machine tool manufacturers, and have shipped more than 50,000 machines 

in over 100 years of operation. From their modern 500,000-square-foot plant and technical center on a 

600+ acre site near Cincinnati, Ohio, they engineer and build machines to the standard of ruggedness 

required in the North American market – with premium engineering features that stand up to years of 

rigorous use in demanding environments. 


